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the very first
felt tip pen

fitted with 
standard
international 
ink cartridges.



Creative people, a marketing team, engineers …
Yookers is first and foremost a reunion between 
passionate people from different universes who 
decided to innovate together.

We believe that the truth can be found in joining 
ideas.

It is towards this goal that we have created our 
pen finding the perfect association between two 
worlds that at first seem opposite.

We wished to combine the soft use of the 
traditional felt-tip pen together with the fluidity of 
fountain pen’s ink cartridge.
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Discover 
the very first felt-tip pen 
fitted with standard 
 international ink 
cartridges, 
A unique design with an unbeatable writing smooth-
ness, it will follow you everywhere and you soon won’t 
be able to do without it.

ink feeder

various sizes of felt tip
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section housing

short international ink cartridge



different tips 
for different uses

Do you prefer thin or bold lines ? Do you need to 
change your tip diameter for a different use ? 
From 0.8 to 1.4 mm, Yookers makes it possible to easily 
change your tip to adapt to your need and style.

a bit more colour 
in your expression

As Yookers uses widely distributed standard inter-
national ink cartridges that come in many assorted 
colours, you can choose from that extended colour 
range available on the market.

diameters
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a design just for you

Our pen range has been developed in order to suit 
different tastes. Whether you’re classic or modern, 
you will find from our selection the pen that you 
want. 
We also create special editions, trendy and chic to 
your own design.

All our writing instruments are available in:

    FELT TIP

Felt-tip 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm or 1.4 mm

Some are available in:

    ROLLER TIP

Roller tip 0,7 mm

Some are available in:

    BALL PEN

Ball point Medium
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111 GAIA
 MARBLE RESIN PEN
 marble resin barrel, cap, section & metal clip

11101- Blue-black marble resin / gun parts
                                     for roller - RC1110107

11102 - Red-black marble resin / gun parts
                                     for roller - RC1110207

11103 - Orange-black marble resin / gun parts
                                            for roller - RC1110307

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

FELT-TIP

S1110108

S1110208

S1110308

S1110110

S1110210

S1110310

SRC1111107

SRC1111207

SRC1111307

S1110112

S1110212

S1110312

S1110114

S1110214

S1110314

F

      ROLLER TIPR
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999 METIS
METAL PEN
metal barrel, cap, section & clip

99901- Grey brushed lacquer / shiny chrome parts

99902 - Black grid on satin chrome finish / shiny chrome parts

99900 - Grey silver grid on mat black lacquer / gun parts

99903 - mat black lacquer / gun parts

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

    FELT-TIP

S9991008

S9991010

S9991108

S9991110

S9991012

S9991014

S9991112

S9991114
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888 EROS
METAL PEN
metal barrel, magnetic cap, section & clip

88801 - Yellow lacquer, vertical lines / shiny chrome parts
                                                               for roller - RC8880107

88802 - Red lacquer, vertical lines / shiny chrome parts
                                                          for roller- RC8880207

88804 - Chrome brushed Aluminium / shiny chrome parts

    88803 - Black lacquer, vertical lines /shiny chrome parts
                                                                for roller - RC8880307

88805 - Gun brushed Aluminium/ black chrome parts
                                                       for roller - RC8880507

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

    FELT-TIP

      ROLLER TIP

S8881108

S8881208

S8881110

SRC8881107

SRC8881207

S8881210

S8881112

S8881212

S8881114

S8881214
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555 ELIOS
METAL PEN
metal barrel, cap, section & clip 

55502 - Matte black metalic lacquer / gun parts
                                              for roller - RC5550207

    55504 - Silver grid on Black lacquer / gun parts - available soon

55503 - Black grid on Satin chrome / shiny chrome parts
                                                            for roller - RC5550307

55501 - Brown brushed lacquer / gun parts
                                     for roller - RC5550107

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

S5551108

S5551008

S5551110

S5551010

SRC5551007

SRC5551107

S5551112

S5551012

S5551114

S5551014

    FELT-TIP

      ROLLER TIPR
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555 ELIOS
METAL PEN
metal barrel & clip 
with 360 pressurised refill 

RY9990110 - 360 pressurised ballpen refill (Black ink color)

 B5550200 - Matte black metallic lacquer / gun parts

B5550300 - Black grid on Satin chrome / shiny chrome parts
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777 CORUS
METAL PEN
metal barrel, cap, section & clip

77701 - Pearl white lacquer / shiny chrome parts

77702 - Red lacquer / shiny chrome parts

77703 - Shiny Black lacquer with lines / gun parts

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

S7771108

S7771110

S7771112

S7771114

    FELT-TIPF
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YOOTH 549
RESIN PEN
resin section, metal clip

54901 - Ocean blue lacquer / shiny chrome parts

54902 - white lacquer / shiny chrome parts         

54903 - red lacquer / shiny chrome parts         

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

S5491108

S5491110

S5491112

S5491114

    FELT-TIPF
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YOOTH 751
METAL PEN
metal section & clip

75101 - white pearl shiny lacquer / shiny chrome parts

75102 - light orange shiny brushed lacquer / shiny chrome parts

75103 - imperial red shiny lacquer / shiny chrome parts

75105 - steel blue shiny lacquer / shiny chrome parts

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

S7510108

S7510110

S7510112

S7510114

    FELT-TIPF
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YOOTH 591
METAL PEN
resin section & metal clip

59101 - black shiny lacquer / shiny chrome parts

59102 - white shiny lacquer / shiny chrome parts

WRITING SECTIONS AVAILABLE

S5491108

S5491110

S5491112

S5491114

    FELT-TIPF
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all our yookers pens are presented in our design boxes

also available, our fine genuine leather pen sleeve our ink converter

P8001001

P8001003

L1001001

A 9001001
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IB30008 IB30007IB30006IB30005

IC16001 IC16002

IC16003 IC16004

IC16005 IC16006

IC16007IC16008

IC96001

IB30004IB30003

IB30001 IB30002

our inks
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D1001003 (old D5001001) D1001003 (old D5001001)

18 Yooth pens acrylic display with backdrop10 pens display with backdrop

D1001001
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